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From Your Chapter Directors
TIS THE SEASON
Tis The Season To Be Jolly: How often have we heard this
phrase? What does it really mean or more importantly,
what does the phrase mean to you. We know ‘tis” is
another way of saying (it is), you hear the phrase during this
time of the year so it must be referring to the Thanksgiving through Christmas
holidays. We also know there are many definitions of Jolly (cheerful, happy, jovial,
merry, etc.). So I will enjoy this Holiday season and clear my mind of any negative
thoughts or feelings and be happy. I will be cheerful, Joyful, And Happy and have a
very Merry Christmas. So, I ask you to pause for a moment and ponder for a while
deciding to be Jolly this Holiday Season.
Tis the Season to be Thankful: There are so many things to be thankful for (Our
lives, health & strength, family, friendships, and the list can go on and on based on
your situation. I want to thank GWRRA NC-X members for the success of our chapter.
Your participation, engagement and volunteering is paramount. Thank you to our
core-team (staff) volunteers that have gone above and beyond to take care of their
assigned responsibilities in addition to assisting when and where needed to insure our
chapter functions and events are successful.
Tis The Season For Giving: Open your hearts during this Christmas season and be
mindful of those that are less fortunate. Blessings come in many forms such as;
monetary gifts, material gifts, friendships, visitations, kindness, recognitions,
offerings or something as simple as a smile. Regardless of how large, how small or in
what shape or form, be blessed and give love this Christmas.
Tis The Season For Holiday Events: We look forward to seeing many of you on the
following upcoming dates. December 3rd on the Gifts on Cycles ride to Goldsboro.
December 4th on the Rolesville Christmas Parade. December 10th at our chapter
Christmas party and January 1st on the Polar Bear (TLC) ride to Mike & Jan Humphries.
Lena and I want to thank all of you for all your support and helping us keep NC-X
strong. We wish everyone a “Very Merry Christmas”.
Until next month, have fun and ride safe.

John
Lena
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From Your Assistant Chapter Directors
2016 is rushing to a dramatic conclusion. Here it is,
December, the last month of the year. Wasn’t it just
recently that we were all talking about Y2K and worrying
about airplanes dropping out of the sky? How did we get to
December 2016 so quickly?
Since our last article, we had the opportunity to attend the
NC-C2 event in Myrtle Beach (While this event was held at the end of October, it was
after I had submitted the November article). There were some “bumps” due to the
recent hurricane and the damage it had done to the Caravelle Resort, but it was
nothing that couldn’t be overlooked if your intent was to have a great weekend. Life
is often a state of mind, and you can make the best of things or you can grumble and
complain. We chose to have a good time!
And we did! During the day, we enjoyed the beach, visited a near-by plantation and
enjoyed being in Myrtle Beach. At night, we joined everyone in the hospitality room
and played games, talked, ate too many goodies and had a great time. As always, we
had a lot of fun playing the marble game.
The NC-Xers got together for early dinner on Saturday. John and Lena, Glenn and
Joy, Brad, and Sue and I enjoyed seafood and fellowship at Landry’s Seafood House at
The Boardwalk. Not only was the food very good, we just had a good time being with
friends. Their clam chowder is very good!

Sue

Roger
&
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From Your MEP Officers
''Tis the season!” (A Second
Perspective)
Isn’t it great that the season identified with
this quote is preceded by Thanksgiving and followed by New Year celebrations?
''Tis the season ...
… for a grateful heart, and expression of that gratitude to others and to God.
…for counting your blessings and not your lackings.
…for quick and easy smiles for friends and neighbors and even strangers in spite of our
busyness.
''Tis the season ...
…for wonderful feasts, bright lights and beautiful decorations, and the busyness of
preparing these.
….for gatherings with family members you haven’t spent time with in a long while and
those you see often.
…for thinking of others before thinking of yourself
…for merriment and laughter, even in the face of hard days
''Tis the season ...
… for giving of yourself to those who are in need.
…for giving others a second chance and accepting that second chance others may give
you.
…for looking to the future with eager anticipation, while remembering and learning
from the past
…for a newness that emerges out of the cold of death.
''Tis the season” every day of every year, not just November, December and January;
these are times when we simply celebrate these ideas and are reminded to live well
while on this earth.
These three holidays are many people's most favorite celebrations. For way too many
others they are dreaded days of intense loneliness and despair. These holidays give
perfect opportunity to reach and make real and lasting
difference in another's life. Seize the day!
I pray each of you have an intensely thankful
Thanksgiving, a Christmas overflowing with love and
a New Year resounding with hope as we all
Joy
remember the reason for ''tis the season"
Your MEC Officers
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Autumn Dangers
The leaves are falling from the trees and can
make your ride not as nice as you would like.
They could pose a hazard on the road. Pine
tree straw is just as dangerous. If they are wet
you will not have the same traction as if they
were dry. Most two lane roads have this problem this time of
the year. Enjoy your ride and beware of the leaves and pine
straw that is falling. It is also mating season for deer and they are out more at this
time than usual.

André Eason
NC-X Educator

Motorcycle Humor…… The Lord and the Biker
A biker was riding along a California beach when suddenly the sky
clouded above his head and, in a booming voice, the Lord said,
"Because you have tried to be faithful to me in all ways, I will grant
you one wish."
The biker pulled over and said, "Build a bridge to Hawaii so I can
ride over anytime I want."
The Lord said, "Your request is materialistic, think of the enormous challenges for
that kind of undertaking. The supports required to reach the bottom of the Pacific!
The concrete and steel it would take! It will nearly exhaust several natural resources.
I can do it, but it is hard for me to justify your desire for worldly things.
Take a little more time and think of something that would honor and glorify me."
The biker thought about it for a long time. Finally he said, "Lord, I wish that I could
understand my wife. I want to know how she feels inside, what she's thinking when
she gives me the silent treatment, why she cries, what she means when she says
nothing's wrong, and how I can make a woman truly happy."
The Lord replied,
"Do you want two lanes or four on that bridge?"
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Wow!

Another year is about to come to
an end. Where did the time go to?

As NC-X Chapter Editor, I give pause to
say “Thank You” to all who made article
contributions during the year, with a “Special Thanks” to
our staff. Your contributions made it possible for me to put
together a quality monthly newsletter full of informative,
educational and entertaining information and in a very timely manner.
I look forward to 2017 and your continued support.

Our Christmas List Blessings
Our Christmas List is more than just a way to keep track of the special
people God has brought into our lives to love.
It’s like a treasured scrapbook filled with pleasant memories of all the
times God’s answered prayer through friends and family.
Every name’s a touchstone that leads to a place and time, where God has
used another heart to touch ours. It may have happened years ago or
even yesterday, but every person on our list has changed our lives in some
way.
Through simple conversation, a warm hug or a shared meal, every person
on our list has helped us grow or heal. Or laugh or love or learn or
smile….the blessings never end…..as God allows our paths to cross as family
and friends.
So please know that this greeting is more than a Christmas wish. It’s a
“thank you” note to God for putting you on our list. Each and every one
whose name we’ve come to hold so dear…..those who’ve shown us Christmas
joy each day of the year.
Merry Christmas to our GWRRA Family and Friends….. NC-X Wake Forest
Wings

Lena Bryant
Newsletter Editor
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From Your Motorist Awareness
Coordinator
Brad Bradford
Group riding can be one of the most rewarding
aspects of motorcycling. You get to share travels
with like-minded individuals with the singular
goal of enjoying the road without the confinement of four doors.
On the other hand, group riding also requires a modification in how you ride, how you
interact with other bikers within your group, and especially how you interact with the
rest of the road users. Each participant in a group ride has their individual
responsibilities. All these responsibilities serve the purpose of keeping the group safe.
To review these responsibilities, we start with the ride lead. The ride lead has the
majority of the responsibilities but without the cooperation of all other participants in
the group, the ride lead’s role becomes difficult to impossible to achieve.
The ride lead is responsible for:
 Preparation and distribution of the ride particulars including route Ride briefing
 Signals intended to keep the group together to the extent possible
 Determining whether lane changes or other road activities can be made safely
 Communicating to all members what to do and when
The ride drag, in concert with the ride lead, is responsible for:
 Monitoring the group from the rear and communicating to the ride lead
anything that could potentially impact the safety of the group
 Working with the ride lead to ensure lane changes are made safely
 Assisting the ride lead in maintaining appropriate safety margins
Ride participants (other than the ride lead and drag) are responsible for:
 Maintaining appropriate safety margins within the group
 Communicating anything signaled from the rider ahead to the rider behind
So what does this have to do with other road users, you might ask. Successful group
riding dictates that each participant considers themselves as a part of the whole
rather than and individual rider. Certainly you have individual responsibilities but
those responsibilities are as they relate to the group.
For instance, the group lead should ensure that before achieving
normal road speed after entering a high speed roadway or
departing from a traffic light or stop sign that the group is
together. That requires that the ride tail communicates that the
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group is either all together or delayed by some traffic issue. Once the ride drag has
communicated that the group is all together, then and only then should the ride lead
proceed as normal.
Another example is lane changes. The ride lead should be monitoring traffic
conditions both front, sides, and rear before making any move. The ride lead should
consider each participant in the group as an extension of the ride lead and therefore
not make a move that might jeopardize the group. Of course, if conditions dictate
that each person make a move on their own, the ride lead should communicate that
fact. Another way to look at it is that if you as ride lead are pulling a trailer, you
wouldn’t make a move without considering whether that move will safely
accommodate your trailer, right?
On the other hand, if you’re a ride participant other than the lead or drag, you should
ensure that you maintain a distance that allows the ride lead and drag to make safe
moves. Safe distances are minimum two seconds between you and the rider you
follow. If you’re allowing extreme distances between you and the rider you’re
following, it limits the ability of the ride lead to keep the group together and
consequently safe.
Consider what happens if the ride lead calls for a lane change because there’s a slow
moving vehicle in front and a row of vehicles to either side of the group. Very likely
the group lead would ask the ride drag to secure a lane so the group can move over.
However if the distance between the group lead and the group drag is a quarter to a
half mile, it isn’t possible for the group to move as a unit because they’re too far
apart. This creates an unsafe condition for the group and each participant is no longer
riding as a group but riding as solo riders. Also, if your distance is more than a car
length behind the rider you’re following, that means that you’re also impacting any
rider(s) following you.
Additionally, other road users, who might be willing to assist a group stay together,
now can only assume that you’re not part of the group and therefore feel no guilt in
moving into a space between you and another rider.
So, each person in a group ride should ask themselves if their riding style is that of an
individual or that of a group rider. Are you doing your part in assisting the ride lead
and ride drag carry out their responsibilities by also carrying out your responsibilities?
Until next month, Safe Riding!

Brad Bradford, MAC
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Some members of the NC-X and GWRRA family need a little Tender
Loving Care. Please keep these folks in your prayers
and transmit all of your positive energy their way.
John & Polly Murphy, Jan Humphries, Sue Turner

Wedding Anniversaries
Roger & Dolores Patterson

Birthdays
Jan Humphries

GWRRA Anniversaries
Roger & Sue Turner

Lena Bryant

Brad Bradford : Now Certified As A Rider Education Trainer
John & Lena Bryant: Now Certified Cross Trainers for MEP and Rider
Education
James Lawler: Now Certified Trainer for Membership Enhancement
All Certified on November 12th
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From Your Chapter
Couple of the Year
This is our last COY article since we
will be stepping down as NC-X COY on
December 31st. It has been a great
two years. When we were named
chapter COY back in January 2015 we
were fairly new to GWRRA and NC-X. We had been to all the
chapter gatherings in 2014, had visited 2 other chapters, and had attended WOtS that
year. But we had very little knowledge about how GWRRA worked, and didn’t really
know anyone outside of our chapter (NC-X). Now, two years later we have a very
good understanding of how GWRRA works. Sue and I have taken on several other roles
to help our local chapter. We participate in all the chapter rides, events and near-by
chapter events we are able to. We also have made lots of friends in GWRRA in
addition to our NC-X family.
We visited the NC-C2 (Smithfield) and NC-Z (Rocky Mount) chapter gatherings this past
month. We would have liked to visit other chapters, but this retirement is keeping
me busy! We seem to have quite a few conflicts, but that is okay since the COY is
only expected to do whatever they are able to. It is always fun to visit both of these
chapters. We have attended most of their gatherings this year and always have fun.
Both NC-C2 and NC-Z have great people, their gathering places have good food, they
both have entertaining/fun games, and we always learn something from their Rider Ed
presentations.
We don’t know who
the 2017 COY for
NC-X will be, but
we know that they
will be entering
into a great
program, and they
will have the
opportunity to have
a great time getting
to know the other
COYs. We wish
them the very best!
Roger & Sue
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Your Rear Tire May Let You Down - - - But Your
GWRRA Family Never Will
The Smithfield Chapter’s annual “Bash at the Beach” was
calling to all five of us as we set out on our Friday morning
departure to Myrtle Beach. John was breaking in his newly
won 2016 Goldwing, while the rest of us (Lena, Brad, Joy
and myself) had to settle for riding our trusty OLD steeds.
It was a beautiful late October fall day. As usual, I lobbied for not making this a
super-slab (boring) ride and convinced everyone that there were glorious sights to be
seen and untold adventures awaiting us if we would only stay off the beaten path.
Boy, if I only could have known how right I was!
The ride started out lovely… HWY 50 to Benson, HWY 242 (scenic byway) to
Elizabethtown and then a left turn onto HWY 87 South. Or was that a right turn? I
cannot remember now. Anyhow, we somehow found our way to HWY 701 crossing
into South Carolina at Tabor City (cheap gas – lower state gasoline tax) and continued
onward toward the metropolis of Loris, SC. We were anticipating an early afternoon
arrival in Myrtle Beach – how little did we know just how wrong we were.
It sounded just like I had hit a rock and shot it out from under the side of the
motorcycle’s rear tire. I told Joy in the intercom that was what it probably was and
not to worry. (I was worried.) Everything went along fine for a few moments and
then it started to feel like something was tugging on the back of the bike and causing
it to slow down. I already knew what the TPWS confirmed; that was a blowout, not a
rock. A little wiggle and I began slowing down and made the CB call to the group
behind me that I had a flat tire.
Like an answer to prayer (probably Joy’s prayer, not mine) a combination gas station,
convenience store and a three-bay service station appeared on the right-hand side of
the road. The name of the service bay portion of the establishment was ”In God We
Trust”, honestly, it was.
For a short while we all clung to the hope that it was a small puncture that could be
repaired for there were certainly no motorcycle tires in Loris, SC or anywhere nearby.
But of course, the crescent shaped incision had the radius of a quarter – no plugging
or patching possibilities here. We all stood around for a good little while wondering
how to proceed. Word of mouth, internet searches and cellphone calls confirmed
that the closest motorcycle tire was in Myrtle Beach, approximately 1 hour away and
it was getting late on a Friday afternoon. It is funny, the RESCUE service offered by
GWRRA never came up in our discussions.
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When I proposed that there was no need for all five of us to wait around and that
some of the group could go on to Myrtle Beach and start having a good time you would
have thought that I had proposed disbanding the Chapter. I won’t make that mistake
again.
Okay, decision made. After confirming by phone that the Honda dealer in Myrtle
Beach had the size tire that I needed it was determined that I would take Brad’s bike
(I don’t know why John did not offer that I take his new bike) and drive to Myrtle
Beach to purchase the tire, bungee cord it to the back seat and drive back. The
mounting of the tire onto the wheel would take place at “In God We Trust”.
Mission accomplished. It was after dark when I got back to Loris with the tire and the
proprietor had agreed to remain open and wait to
get my tire mounted before he went home for
dinner. In all the “adventure” added
approximately 4 hours to our 4-hour trip and
pretty much shot the Friday night portion of the
weekend.
Maybe the motto of our Chapter should be…”No
Man Left Behind”? Oh wait, I think the United
States Military may already have a claim to that
motto.

Glenn Kennedy

Motorcycle Humor…… The Interview
Reaching the end of a job interview, the Human Resources
Officer asks a young engineer fresh out of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, "And what starting
salary are you looking for?" The engineer replies, "In the
range of $125,000 a year, depending on the benefits
package." The interviewer inquires, "Well, what would you
say to a package of five week’s vacation, 14 paid holidays,
full medical and dental, company matching retirement
fund up to 50% of salary, and a company car leased every
two years, say, a red Corvette?" The engineer sits up
straight and says, "Wow! Are you kidding?" The interviewer
replies, "Yeah, but you started it."
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From Your Ride Coordinator
Brad Bradford
For the month of November, NC-X has participated in many
events. In addition to attending various other chapter
gatherings, members of NC-X attended the Region N Rally in
Johnson City, Tennessee, held a ride planning session, and
participated in the NC-N Toys-for-Tots event. This culminates
what has been a very busy riding season. I don’t have the
official numbers but it wouldn’t surprise me if NC-X hasn’t collectively ridden over
150,000 miles this year. What an accomplishment! Even more impressive, except for
some mechanical issues, these were safe miles. Congratulations NC-X!
So, during the ride planning session held at my home on Veterans’ Day, we filled the
calendar with plenty of activities for 2017. Some of the highlights include Wing Ding
in Grapevine, Texas; a camping trip in April; a history ride in May to include a ride to
Gettysburg, Pa; Lancaster, Pa; King of Prussia, Pa; the site of the flight 93 crash in
Shanksville, Pa; and Jamestown, VA. These are but a few of the great rides planned
for 2017 but we invite you to suggest rides to fill up the calendar. It would be great to
fill up the entire calendar because we know everyone can’t attend in every ride
activity but the more possibilities, the more options we all have.
Until next month, Safe Riding!

Brad
Ride Coordinator
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NC-X “Participation”
Region N Rally
11/4 – 5th
Brad Bradford
James & Debra Lawler

2017 Ride Planning
Meeting
11/11
Brad Bradford
John & Lena Bryant
Roger & Dolores Patterson

NC-X Training Day
11/12
Brad Bradford
John & Lena Bryant
James & Debra Lawler

Chapter Visitations
11/1
NC-C2 Smithfield
Roger & Sue Turner
11/8
NC-Z Rocky Mount
Roger & Sue Turner

NC-N Toys For Tots
11/19
Brad Bradford
John & Lena Bryant
Johnny Hilliard &
Deborah Brantly
Roger Patterson

Motorcycle Humor…… New Math
Teacher: "If I gave you 2 cats and another 2 cats and another 2, how many would you
have?"
Johnny: "Seven."
Teacher: "No, listen carefully... If I gave you two cats, and another two cats and
another two, how many would you have?"
Johnny: "Seven."
Teacher: "Let me put it to you differently. If I gave you two apples, and another two
apples and another two, how many would you have?"
Johnny: "Six."
Teacher: "Good. Now if I gave you two cats, and another two cats and another two,
how many would you have?"
Johnny: "Seven!"
Teacher: "Johnny, where in the heck do you get seven from?!"
Johnny: "Because I've already got a freaking cat!"
Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
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NC-X Calendar December 2016
Sunday

4

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesd
ay

Thursda y

Frida y

Saturday

1
6:30pm NCD Greenville

2

3
7:15 AM
O’Berry Ctr –
Gifts on Cycles
10:00 am NCS2 Sanford

5

6
6:30pm NC-C2
Smithfield

7

8

9

10
3:30 PM NC-X
Christmas
Party (Johnny
Bull’s
Steakhouse)

11
Monthly
Gathering
Golden Corral
5:00 PM

12

13
6:30pm NC-Z
Rocky Mount

14

15
6:30pm NCH2 Durham

16

17

18

19

20
6:30pm NC-E
Cary

21

22

23

24

25
Merry
Christmas
12:30pm NC-K2
Fayetteville

26

27

28

29

30

Rolesville
Christmas
Parade 12:00
PM

12:30pm NC-K2
Fayettevillethis
Birthdays
month
Jan Humphries
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6:30 NC-F2
Garner

Anniversaries
this month
Roger &
Dolores
Patterson
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NC-X Classified – Buy – Sell – Trade

1999 GL1500 SE Anniversary edition. – Great condition with 102K miles.
Contact Andre Eason, 703-615-9206 or email easonandre@yahoo.com
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Great VINTAGE motorcycle. 5,500 made worldwide. True collector's item. You won't
see another bike like this with all the accessories Approx. 110,000 miles. $2500

One of a kind. NEEDS NOTHING. Great riding older Goldwing. This is a custom 1100
CC Goldwing. Has J&M CB radio. Low miles approx. 36,000
$2800
Contact John Rooney 919-600-2389 or email jpr39@hotmail.com
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2005 GL1800 with 84,909 miles. All fluids changed in August (brake, clutch, coolant,
rear-end). New oil change at 84,909. Several lights & Chrome - No CB. $9000

Hartco Custom Seat with approx. 7K miles. Bought at WD in 2015. Just broke in
good. Fit 2001 -2010 GL 1800. Paid $1200 selling for $800.
Contact John Bryant 817-455-0632 or email john.lena@msn.com.
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Support All Our Advertisers

Village Dairy Bar & Grill
701 North Bickett Blvd. Louisburg, NC 27549
919-496-5700
CALL-IN-ORDERS ARE WELCOME
Mon – Thurs 10:00am -8:00pm, Fri –Sat 10:00M – 9:00PM, Sunday Noon-8:00pm
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you are in need of the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest,
NC. Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over
North Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In
addition, your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One quarter page - $50.00
 One half page - $75.00
Full page - $100.00
Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org

____________________________________________
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Deputy Director
Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Appalachian Region
Region N Team
Directors Region N
Glenda & Alan Keough
g.keough@live.com

National Team
Director of GWRRA
Ray & Sandi Garris
director@gwrra.org
Rider Education
Bob & Althea Berry
berryconsulting@comcast.net

Director Of Training
Clara Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com
Membership Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

North Carolina
District Team
District Directors
Cindy & Roy Bryant
rcbryant@suddenlink.net

Assistant Directors, East
Austin & Peggy Gauthier
austing@mac.com
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